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Our AGM was chaired by Andy Stevens, since we have not had anyone come forward to take on
the role of Chairperson. This is somewhat disappointing since we’re not a bad bunch of
committee members and our meetings last no longer than 2 hours, discussing things like what
next to plant and where, jobs that the conservation group have done, what we can assist with
funds for, and choosing photos for the calendars and more. It’s not all serious and it is for your
benefit.
Sally Boserup, who was our Membership Secretary and has done an excellent job in organising
memberships, emailing all the newsletters out along with any posters for events etc and of
course, sending you your new memberships cards, car parking vouchers etc has now left us.
Although she has enjoyed her time with us, her time was stretched between us and a number of
charities she works for and has decided to devote more time to them. We are very sorry to see her depart from us, she will be very much missed.
Although we do at present have this position covered amongst the existing committee members we are ooking for a couple of new committee
members to join us and perhaps take on certain roles like organising outings and perhaps helping out on stalls and at our annual dog show.
Disappointingly we are down on members since last year. From around 140 we now we have just 128 members. Why?
What are we not doing that is making members leave? Well, what have we been doing? We have produced the FOLP
Calendar for the last 5 years, and although this year we have not done so well and made a small loss we will be aiming to
address this for the next one by looking at altering the layout, changing the name slightly, using more photos with Langley
Park scenes and introducing some Black Park views that will hopefully encourage Black Park users to purchase one and
thus increase our sales again. If you have taken any photos over the last year within the Parks and would perhaps like to
consider them for future calendars, or you know someone else who has, then please send them in to us on a disc or email
them to our email address. We need these by the end of July at the latest so that we can look through all that we have
received and make a choice for the next calendar. They need to be landscape orientation.
We have provided funds for the carvings etched in the posts on the bridge going across the ditch into the park. The
engravings were done by Gina Martin, a local artist, who also carved the posts on the little bridge down Verney’s Walk. We
feel this makes rather a nice entrance into the park.
The Dog Show, mostly organised by Margaret Ashmore (committee member) has been going or a few years now and has become a firm Bucks
Country Parks calendar event, attracting a large number of different dog breeds, pedigree and non-pedigree.
The Friends of Langley Park Hand Bell Ringers performed over the Christmas period for a couple of groups, The Blind Club in Langley and for a senior
citizens tea morning in Langley Library, as well as at Langley and Black Parks - all went down very well with £223 being raised in donations. £75 was
donated to Simply Walks and the rest to FOLP with the provision that it was spent on Snowdrops and Primroses. The snowdrops were planted
earlier in the year and we are looking into a possible alternative to Primroses in case they are edible to deer or rabbits.
Our outing to the Cotswold Wildlife Park last year was a really good trip, great weather, and as well as the fantastic animals the park itself was
beautifully landscaped. This year we have not planned anything due to less committee members and not having the time to arrange anything.
Volunteer and Conservation work has been productive, with clearing and cutting back rhododendron ponticum being a major contributing factor to
our work, opening up some of the woodland areas in the Temple Gardens. We have replaced some shrubs in the Arboretum with what should be
more adaptable to drier conditions and will not require much watering, since putting in a watering system would cost rather a lot of money that we
don’t have. We have planted more English Bluebells and 1000 Galanthus nivalis (snowdrops) in front of the Temple Base overlooking the vista
towards Windsor Castle.
The chalk board we provided for writing wildlife sightings on by the café, is being very well used. It is
regularly photographed by one of the rangers and the sightings are recorded for the Country Parks records.
All in all it has not been too bad a year for us, the small loss we made from the calendars, we made up for by
spending less this year so we have over £6,000 in our account at present waiting for some good projects for
some of it to be spent on. None of this could have been done without your support and we thank you all for
staying with us.
After the formal section, we had a wonderful talk about bees, which you can read about more on the next
page.
Maureen Stevens, Editor & Deputy Chairperson

We would like to welcome Denise Jenkins and Nikki Hussey to the Friends of Langley Park and to
say thank you for your support. We hope you will take full advantage of your membership.

It was commendable to note that, despite the appalling weather members still
turned out for our AGM. Numbers were slightly down on last year but this didn’t
spoil the evening for the 33 that turned up who were NOT afraid of the rain.
The business side of the evening completed we availed ourselves of the
scrumptious array of food the San Remo Café produced for us. As usual, they
excelled themselves.
We were then royally entertained by Mr. Paul Burke on the subject of ‘bee keeping’. Paul has been a
member of the Chalfont Bee Keepers Society since 2011 and is now a committee member. He obtained his first bees in June 2011, attended a
course and got his first batch of bees from another member. He had his first hive for 2 years and then realised the dangers! He now has 5 hives
(450,000 bees!) Paul also does talks at schools and the W.I. He has a teaching background in Motor Vehicle Engineering.
Paul talked to us about the different types of bees, hives, honey and diseases. He also brought along various pieces of equipment to show us,
including different hives, frames and a ‘bee keeper’s suit’. Different kinds of honey were available for us to taste and some to purchase. My jar is
almost empty already. Those of us who wanted one could also have a FREE lip salve. I love mine as I suffer from dry lips a lot and this one, made
from bees wax, does not leave an unpleasant taste in my mouth like the ‘shop bought’ ones.
Paul warned us about the Asian Hornet, which is 2” long. It’s a killer and so far has claimed the lives of 42
beekeepers. It has already perpetrated its way into Belgium and France and is expected to reach our shores. Paul
also cautioned us NOT to go anyway near one if spotted but report its sighting right away! They mutilate honey
bees and prey on beehives to feed their young. They do this by ‘picking off’ bees as they leave their hive until the
colony is so exhausted the hornets can move in and ransack it. They are capable of destroying 30,000 bees in a
couple of hours.
Before I go, purely out of interest ….. ‘Depictions of humans collecting honey from wild bees date to 15,000
years ago. Efforts to domesticate them are shown in Egyptian art around 4,500 years ago. Simple hives and
smoke were used and honey was stored in jars, some of which were found in the tombs of pharaohs such as
Tutankhamun. It wasn’t until the 18th century that European understanding of the colonies and biology of bees
allowed the construction of the moveable comb hive so that honey could be harvested without destroying the
entire colony’. I’ve always had a fancy to keep bees, but now I realise how much work is involved, I’ve decided to
stick to plants that attract them instead!
Merle Fletcher, Deputy Chairperson

Extract from Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet:
And now you ask in your heart,
“How shall we distinguish that which is good in
Pleasure from that which is not good?”
Go to your fields and your gardens, and you shall
Learn that it is the pleasure of the bee to gather honey
Of the flower,
But it is also the pleasure of the flower to yield its
Honey to the bee.
For to the bee a flower is a fountain of life,
And to the flower a bee is a messenger of love,
And to both, bee and flower, the giving
And receiving of pleasure is a need and an ecstasy.

If you would like to have your
photos in the 2016 Calendar, please
send them in to us by the end of July
at the latest.
Orientation must be landscape and your photos should be
scenes/views in Langley Park or Black Park.
Please send them in by the end of July at the latest. You can
send them in with your name and address by email to
andymo1@btopenworld.com or on a disc to the Friends of
Langley Park, Bucks Country Parks, The Countryside Centre,
Black Park Road, Wexham, Bucks SL3 6DS

Did you know a group of owls is called a parliament

Photo by Ben Davidson

Fun in the Park
Langley Park
Wednesday 29th July, 12pm - 4pm
The hugely popular family event is back in Langley Park and is
going to be bigger than ever.
The afternoon will be fun-packed with activities including
falconry displays, magic shows, Punch and Judy and crazy golf.
There will also be fun games to play, face painting and giant
inflatables.
With plenty of food on offer including a BBQ and ice-cream, it
will be a great day out for the whole family.
When? Wed 29th July, 12pm-4pm
Where? Langley Park
Cost: Free shows with optional payable activities

The first social of the year for FOLP took place on Tuesday 5th May. It was a cup of tea/coffee with biscuits and a good old chin wag. It was great
to see faces that hadn’t shown themselves for a while and see how they’d ‘over wintered’.
However, if our members thought they’d get away with just sitting around, they were mistaken! I asked for ideas of what members would like to
do at future socials. About 20 activities were suggested and I’m sure there’s many more lurking out there – let Merle (or Ann) have them!
One of the ideas was a BBQ. Nice suggestion BUT: firstly we have to establish whether the Parks Department would allow us to have a
BBQ in the park. Then there’s the food – does everyone bring their own or does someone ‘volunteer’ to do the shopping, perhaps the
person whose suggestion it was). If we each brought our own food along I can see confusion looming! Lastly but not least, who
supplies the BBQ and who is going to be the Master Chef in charge of the cooking? Afterwards, the BBQ would have to be left to cool
down before it could be packed away (how long would that take?).

As a result of the discussion, our social for June, July, August, October, November and December have been arranged and finalised. Just
September to sort out. A good beginning with a talk by John Watson coming up in July.

Tuesday 2nd June. Our social began with an extremely interesting talk by our favourite: John Watson on: ‘The King, the Keeper and the
Kartographer’ (deliberate misspelling – alliteration!)
The King in John’s talk was James and certainly I learnt many interesting details I hadn’t been aware of before, about the man who became James
1st of England and Scotland.
Edmond Kidderminster, the Keeper of the Park held a position at the Court of Chancery in London. He therefore spent more time in London than
on the estate at Langley. This supposedly led to a neglect of the park to the extent that when James 1 st petitioned John Norden (the
Kartographer) in 1604 to carry out a report on the condition of Langley Park, it was quite detrimental. With approximately 3,900 Beech trees
having been sawn off between 8 and 12 foot from the ground and left to grow into a extremely rotted state.
This report alone could have changed the history of Langley Park specifically had the King heard about it and may perhaps have ousted the
Kidderminster family from the Keepership. However, our local historian (John) has gone on to discover another document submitted some years
later (by John Norden) praising Kidderminster for his management of the park! (Why?!!) If you would like to learn more, ask John, or discover on
line!
Thank you John for yet another of your informative and enjoyable discussions.
This session was followed by a short ‘swop shop’ with mainly books being on offer and a few CDs. I never go home empty handed, there’s always
at least one book I fancy reading (on this occasion there were two, plus a CD) so a pleasing afternoon.
Merle Fletcher, Deputy Chairperson to the Friends of Langley Park

In a recent committee meeting, a question was raised regarding
the possibility of having a gate of some sort installed from the
field next to the Arboretum so that anyone wanting to walk
around the field instead of going into the arboretum, for
instance those with dogs off leads.
After some discussion between The Country Parks Team and
the tenant farmer, from Rowley Farm, consent has now been
given and a kissing gate has now been installed at the corner of
the field by Craig and Jez from the Ranger Team...thanks guys!.

LANGLEY PARK Dog SHOW
Langley Park Country Park, Billet Lane, Iver, SL0
0LS ,
Saturday 18th July 2015,
11am to 4pm
The popular annual show returns to Langley Park.
There will be Pedigree and Novelty classes, as well as lots of
stalls to browse.
Registration is open from 11am and judging will commence
at 12.30pm.
All in aid of The Cinnamon Trust
 Cost: £2 per class or 3 classes for £5, Free to watch
 No booking required, just turn up on the day
 Suitable for: All
 Wheelchair access
 Parking nearby
 All children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult

For more information please call 01753 511060 or email:
countryparks@buckscc.gov.uk
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Did you know that dragonflies have 6 legs but can't

Did you know a snail can sleep for 3 years

You’ve no doubt seen and heard the numerous jackdaws around the Park, especially near the café. If
you’re not sure, an easy way to identify them from the other members of the corvid family (Crows,
Rooks, Ravens, Magpies, Choughs and Jays) is by their light grey nape and pale white iris, which stand
out against the plumage, though Juveniles lack the grey nape and are born with blue-grey eyes. The
distinctive call of the jackdaw is a simple ‘jack-jack’. They are the smallest member of the family.
Jackdaws are just as much at home in a farmland and woodland as they are in urban areas. The latter
is thanks to their adaptability. They are also highly intelligent and social, and easily pick up tricks and
new skills in the wild as well as in captivity. Once a tame jackdaw was trained by some Italian thieves
to steal money from cash machines. But it’s more common to see them working out how to gain
access to bird feeders and I’ve often seen them disappearing into the rubbish bins by the café and
reappearing with food.
Jackdaws are colonial cavity nesters, and will use anything from a hole in a tree to a chimney. Their nests are usually constructed with sticks to
form the outer section, and lined with wool or hair. You can encourage them to nest within your garden by putting up tawny owl boxes.
They form strong pair bonds and are renowned for their devotion towards their partner. Even if they suffer from a few years of unsuccessful
breeding, they stay together and in a big winter feeding flock the pairs can pick each other out. When the female is busy laying eggs, her partner is
especially vigilant and both adults put a tremendous amount of effort into rearing the young and finding enough food for them. The
femaile can lay 4 to 5 eggs but if food is short she is not always able to rear all the chicks. An interesting article found online said that in
recent studies by researchers at Cambridge University have found that the Jackdaws’ striking eyes help them to protect their nests and that other
birds avoided nest boxes when they could see the eyes of a jackdaw inside. Experts suggest that this is the first evidence that bright eyes could act
as signals in the bird world.
As well as breeding in colonies, jackdaws also roost and feed together. If one jackdaw finds a particularly good supply of food, it will regularly come
back to the same area, sometimes encouraging other jackdaws to ‘tag’ along. These birds are often also seen feeding alongside rooks and carrion
crows. Sometimes when I have been over to the park of an evening, I have seen a large number of them flying down into one tree, and they make
such a din they make for a short while before taking off again... It’s like they have come down to have a chat about what they have been that day
before they all go off to roost elsewhere.
Their diet is largely composed of seeds, fruit and invertebrates, but as Jackdaws are also carrion eaters, they will pick
at road kill or even take other birds’ eggs. The jackdaw diet varies depending on their location, so near farms insects
are important, but in urban and woodland areas seeds and fruit make up more of the diet.
There are a few myths and folklore regarding Jackdaws too…..In some cultures, a jackdaw on the roof is said to
predict a new arrival; alternatively, a jackdaw settling on the roof of a house or flying down a chimney is an omen of
death, and coming across one is considered a bad omen. A jackdaw standing on the vanes of a cathedral tower is
said to foretell rain. They are considered sacred in Welsh folklore as it nested in church steeples and though said to
be an innocent bird, they are given to carrying off things and hiding them in out-of-the-way places. When ignorance
of a fault is pleaded, it is a common saying, “I have no more knowledge of the fact than the Devil has of the
jackdaw”. The Devil evidently will have nothing to do with this bird, because it makes its home in the church steeple
and he hates the church and everything belonging to it.
Nineteenth century belief in the Fens held that seeing a jackdaw on the way to a wedding was a good omen for a
bride. People born within the town walls of Conwy in north Wales are nicknamed "Jackdaws”, after the jackdaws
which live on the walls there.
Maureen Stevens, Editor and acting Chairman

Summers Night Walk
Monday 10th August, 8.30pm - 10pm
Meet at Langley Park Café
An atmospheric walk experiencing Langley Park at night. Find out about life in the park
after sunset. Don’t forget to bring a torch!
Cost: £5 adult, £3 child, £4 cons, £14 family
Family Friendly event

 Weather dependent - call if you are unsure
 phone 01753 511060 - booking essential

Twelfth Night
Langley Park
Friday 14th August. Show starts at 7.30pm
Join the Lord Chamberlain’s Men for Shakespeare’s best- loved romantic comedy, Twelfth Night. A tale of
love, longing, laughter and mischief, mayhem and mistaken identity, set in fair Illyria.
Cost: £15 adult , £8 child
Suitable for limited mobility attendees
Family Friendly event
 phone 01753 511060 - booking essential

